ATHEROSCLEROSIS in an artery feeding the heart can set the stage for a heart attack.
IT CAUSES CHEST PAIN, HEART ATTACK AND STROKE, LEADING TO MORE DEATHS EVERY YEAR THAN CANCER. THE LONG-HELD CONCEPTION OF HOW THE DISEASE DEVELOPS TURNS OUT TO BE WRONG

atherosclerosis: the new view

BY PETER LIBBY
Only a few years ago most physicians would have confidently described atherosclerosis as a straightforward plumbing problem: Fat-laden gunk gradually builds up on the surface of passive artery walls. If a deposit (plaque) grows large enough, it eventually closes off an affected “pipe,” preventing blood from reaching its intended tissue. After a while the blood-starved tissue dies. When a part of the cardiac muscle or the brain succumbs, a heart attack or stroke occurs.

Few believe that tidy explanation anymore. Investigations begun more than 20 years ago have now demonstrated that arteries bear little resemblance to inanimate pipes. They contain living cells that communicate constantly with one another and their environment. These cells participate in the development and growth of atherosclerotic deposits, which arise in, not on, vessel walls. Further, relatively few of the deposits expand so much that they shrink vessel walls—does not fit recent evidence.

Recent research has, moreover, established a key role for inflammation in atherosclerosis. This process—the same one that causes infected cuts to become red, swollen, hot and painful—underlies all phases of the disorder, from the creation of plaques to their growth and rupture. When microbial invaders threaten to hurt us, inflammation (literally meaning “on fire”) helps to ward off infection. In the case of atherosclerosis, though, the inflammation proves harmful. Our own defenses bombard us with friendly fire, just as happens in more famously inflammatory conditions, such as rheumatoid arthritis.

This revised conception suggests new ideas for detecting and treating atherosclerosis. It also resolves some disturbing mysteries—notably, why many heart attacks strike without warning and why certain therapies meant to avert heart attacks frequently fail. Society sorely needs advances in prevention, detection and therapy of atherosclerosis. Contrary to public perception, the heart attacks and strokes that result from this condition exceed cancer as a cause of death in industrial nations and are growing more prevalent in developing countries as well.

**Igniting Trouble**

**Lacking Tools** to describe interactions among cells and molecules, the ancients who first defined inflammation had to focus on what they could see and feel. Today we know that the outward signs reflect a pitched microscopic battle. After sensing (rightly or wrongly) that a microbial attack has begun, certain white blood cells—the immune system’s frontline warriors—convene in the apparently threatened tissue. There they secrete chemicals intended to limit any infection. These chemicals include oxidants (able to damage invaders) and signaling molecules, such as proteins called cytokines, that orchestrate the activities of defensive cells. Researchers therefore document an inflammatory response by identifying inflammatory cells or mediators of their activities in a tissue.

The clearest picture of inflammation’s role in the onset of atherosclerosis comes from investigations into low-density lipoprotein, a.k.a. bad cholesterol. LDL particles, composed of fatty molecules (lipids) and protein, transport cholesterol (another lipid) from their source in the liver and intestines to other organs. Scientists have long known that although the body needs LDL and cholesterol, excessive amounts promote atherosclerosis. Until recently, however, no one could explain how a surplus leads to plaque formation.

Experiments on cultured cells and animals now indicate that the trouble begins when LDLs from the blood collect in the intima, the part of the arterial wall closest to the bloodstream [see illustration on page 54]. At reasonable concentrations in the blood, LDLs can pass in and out of the intima, which consists mainly of the endothelial cells that line vessel walls, the underlying extracellular matrix (connective tissue), and a smat-
tering of smooth muscle cells (matrix producers). But in excess, LDLs tend to become stuck in the matrix. As the LDLs accumulate, their lipids undergo oxidation (similar to the processes that rust pipes and spoil butter) and their proteins undergo both oxidation and glycation (binding by sugars). Cells in the vessel wall seem to interpret the changes as a danger sign, and they call for reinforcements from the body’s defense system.

In particular, endothelial cells display adhesion molecules on their blood-facing surface. These molecules latch like Velcro onto quiescent inflammatory cells known as monocytes, which normally circulate in the blood. This interaction causes the cells to attach to the artery wall. The modified LDLs also spur the endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells of the intima to secrete chemicals called chemokines, which attract monocytes. Much as hounds track the scent of their prey, the monocytes squeeze between endothelial cells and follow the chemical trail to the intima.

Chemokines and other substances elaborated by the endothelial and smooth muscle cells then induce the monocytes to multiply and mature into active macrophages: fully armed warriors, ready to unleash their various weapons against the body’s enemies. These warriors set about clearing perceived invaders from the vessel wall. Reacting to proteins emitted by stimulated endothelial and intimal smooth muscle cells, the macrophages decorate their surface with molecules called scavenger receptors, which capture modified LDL particles and help the macrophages ingest them. The macrophages ultimately become so packed with fatty droplets that they look foamy when viewed under a microscope. Indeed, pathologists refer to the fat-filled macrophages as foam cells.

Just as monocytes follow adhesion molecules and chemokines into the intima, so do T lymphocytes, white blood cells that represent a different branch of the immune system. They also release cytokines that amplify inflammatory activities. Together the foamy macrophages and a lesser number of T lymphocytes compose the so-called fatty streak, a precursor of the complex plaques that later disfigure arteries. Disturbingly, many Americans harbor nascent plaques as early as in their teens.

Fueling Plaque Growth

When an inflammatory response in, say, a scraped knee successfully blocks an infection, macrophages release molecules that facilitate healing. A “healing” process also accompanies the chronic inflammation that operates in atherosclerosis. But instead of restoring arterial walls to their original state, the process perversely remodels the wall, generating a bigger, more complicated plaque.

In recent years, biologists have learned that macrophages, endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells of the inflamed intima secrete factors that prod smooth muscle cells of the media (the tissue under the intima) to migrate to the top of the intima, replicate and synthesize components of the extracellular matrix. The cells and matrix molecules coalesce into a fibrous covering overlying the original atherosclerotic zone. As this “cap” matures, the zone underneath generally changes somewhat. Most obviously, some fraction of the foam cells

Continued on page 56
Inflammation’s Many Roles

INFLAMMATION—now recognized as a key process in atherosclerosis—occurs when certain white blood cells [those that normally constitute the first line of defense against infection] invade and become active in a tissue. These diagrams depict the growth of an atherosclerotic plaque in a coronary artery; the three close-up views highlight some of the inflammatory processes that can ensue when a person’s blood carries too much low-density lipoprotein (LDL).

BIRTH OF A PLAQUE

1 Excess LDL particles accumulate in the arterial wall and undergo chemical alterations. The modified LDLs then stimulate endothelial cells to display adhesion molecules, which latch onto monocytes [central players in inflammation] and T cells [other immune system cells] in the blood. The endothelial cells also secrete chemokines, which lure the snared cells into the intima.

2 In the intima, the monocytes mature into active macrophages. The macrophages and T cells produce many inflammatory mediators, including cytokines [best known for carrying signals between immune system cells] and factors that promote cell division. The macrophages also display so-called scavenger receptors, which help them ingest modified LDLs.

3 The macrophages feast on LDLs, becoming filled with fat droplets. These frothy-looking macrophages [called foam cells] and the T cells constitute the fatty streak, the earliest form of atherosclerotic plaque.
**PLAQUE PROGRESSION**

Inflammatory molecules can promote further growth of the plaque and formation of a fibrous cap over the lipid core. The cap develops when the molecules induce smooth muscle cells of the media to migrate to the top of the intima, multiply and produce a tough, fibrous matrix that glues the cells together. The cap adds to the size of the plaque but also walls it off safely from the blood.

**PLAQUE RUPTURE**

Later, inflammatory substances secreted by foam cells can dangerously weaken the cap by digesting matrix macromolecules and damaging smooth muscle cells, which then fail to repair the cap. Meanwhile the foam cells may display tissue factor, a potent clot promoter. If the weakened plaque ruptures, tissue factor will interact with clot-promoting elements in the blood, causing a thrombus, or clot, to form. If the clot is big enough, it will halt the flow of blood to the heart, producing a heart attack.
die, releasing lipids. For this reason, pathologists denote the region under the cap as the lipid or necrotic core.

Surprisingly, atherosclerotic plaques expand outward during much of their existence, rather than impinging on an artery’s blood-carrying channel. This pattern preserves blood flow for quite some time, often for decades. When the plaques do push inward, they restrict the blood channel—a condition called stenosis. Stenosis can impede blood delivery to tissues, especially at moments of greater need, when the arteries would usually expand. When a person exercises or experiences stress, for instance, blood flow through a compromised heart artery can fail to match the increased demand, causing angina pectoris: a feeling of tightness, squeezing or pressure usually under the breastbone. Narrowing in other arteries can cause painful cramping of the calves or buttocks during exertion, symptoms known as intermittent claudication.

**Causing Crises**

SOMETIMES A PLAQUE grows so big that it virtually halts blood flow in an artery and generates a heart attack or stroke. Yet only about 15 percent of heart attacks happen in this way. By carefully examining vessel walls of people who died from heart attacks, pathologists have demonstrated that most attacks occur after a plaque’s fibrous cap breaks open, prompting a blood clot to develop over the break. The plaques most likely to fracture possess a thinned cap, a large lipid pool and many macrophages, and their vulnerability stems—again—from inflammation.

The integrity of the fibrous covering depends mostly on steel-strong collagen fibers made by smooth muscle cells. When something causes inflammation to flare in a relatively quiet plaque, mediators of the process can compromise the cap in at least two ways. My laboratory has shown that these inflammatory mediators can stimulate macrophages to secrete enzymes that degrade collagen and that they can inhibit smooth muscle cells from extruding the fresh collagen required to repair and maintain the cap. Clots form when blood seeps through a fissure in the cap and encounters a lipid core teeming with proteins able to facilitate blood coagulation. For example, molecules on T cells in the plaques spur foam cells to manufacture high levels of tissue factor, a potent clot inducer. Circulating blood itself contains precursors of the proteins involved in the cascade of reactions responsible for clot formation. When blood meets tissue factor and other coagulation promoters in a plaque’s core, the clotting precursors jump into action. Our bodies produce substances that can prevent a clot from materializing or can degrade it before it causes a heart attack or stroke, but inflamed plaques release chemicals that impede the innate clot-busting machinery.

If a clot does get cleared naturally or with the aid of drugs, the healing process may kick in once again, restoring the cap but also further enlarging the plaque by forming scar tissue. Indeed, considerable evidence suggests that plaques grow in fits and starts, as triggers of inflammation come and go and as clots emerge and dissolve but leave fibrous scars.

The new picture of atherosclerosis explains why many heart attacks seem to come from out of the blue: the plaques that rupture do not necessarily protrude very far into the blood channel and so may not cause angina or appear prominently on images of the channel. The new view also clarifies why therapies that focus on widening the blood passage in semioccluded arteries (balloon angioplasty or insertion of wire-cage stents) or on surgically creating a bypass can ease angina yet frequently fail to prevent a future heart attack. In such cases, the danger may lurk in less occlusive plaques that are more prone to rupturing. Sadly, even when stenosis is the problem, arteries treated with traditional stents often become reoccluded—apparently in part because their deployment can elicit a robust inflammatory response. New coated stents that slowly release anti-inflammatory drugs have lessened the return of blockage.
Beyond Bad Cholesterol

Although LDL frequently sparks the sequence of events I have outlined, scientists have identified several other factors that unequivocally increase a person’s risk for atherosclerosis or its complications. Many of these risk factors, and a few still under study, exhibit intriguing inflammatory properties. Yet LDL probably plays an even larger role in initiating and perpetuating atherosclerosis than is generally recognized.

A much repeated statistic says that half of all patients who have angina or have had a heart attack do not have above-average LDL levels—a finding frequently interpreted to mean that in such individuals, LDL exerts no influence on the atherosclerosis at the root of those disorders. But typical LDL levels in Western society exceed by far the body’s needs, and even these “average” amounts can promote arterial disease.

Indeed, in response to new data correlating heart health with lipoprotein levels, public health experts have progressively refined the definition of “healthy” LDL levels. Current guidelines elaborated by an expert panel convened in cooperation with the National Institutes of Health explicitly label LDL-cholesterol levels below 100 milligrams per deciliter of blood (mg/dL) as optimal. They also suggest considering drug treatment earlier than before—at 130 mg/dL instead of 160—for certain people with multiple risk factors. For adults with a relatively low risk of heart disease, the guidelines recommend (as before) initiating lifestyle changes—diet and exercise—at 160 mg/dL and considering drug treatment at 190 mg/dL. Since these guidelines were issued in 2001, data emerging from large, thorough trials justify an even more aggressive stance. Revised guidelines and recommendations for treatment goals for LDL cholesterol are likely to result.

Investigators have yet to explore the connections between other risk factors and inflammation with the intensity accorded to LDL, but they have uncovered suggestive links. Diabetes, for instance, elevates glucose levels in the blood; this sugar can enhance the glycation, and thus the inflammatory properties, of LDL. Smoking causes oxidants to form and might hasten the oxidation of LDL’s constituents, thereby fostering arterial inflammation even in individuals with average LDL levels. Obesity contributes to inflammation: along with cholesterol, it can transport antioxidant enzymes able to break down oxidized lipids. Strategies to elevate HDL with drugs will require human testing to prove clinical benefit. But exercise and weight control can raise HDL and reduce cardiovascular risk—lifestyle changes that the public can adopt today without waiting for studies or pharmaceuticals.

Given inflammation’s usual responsibility in the body—blocking and eliminating infectious agents—biologists have naturally looked at whether arterial infections might contribute to inflammation in the arteries. Recent work suggests that atherosclerosis can develop in the absence of infection. Never-
A TELLING TEST

IN DECIDING WHETHER a patient requires therapy to prevent an atherosclerosis-related heart attack or stroke, physicians usually rely heavily on measurements of cholesterol in the person’s blood. But that approach misses a great many vulnerable individuals. Several studies suggest that measuring blood concentrations of C-reactive protein—a marker of inflammation—could add useful information. Indeed, in one recent report, Paul M. Ridker of Brigham and Women’s Hospital demonstrated that examining both C-reactive protein levels (which cannot be predicted from cholesterol measures) and cholesterol levels provides a more accurate indication of risk than assessing cholesterol alone (graph).

Ridker grouped cholesterol levels in the general adult population into five progressively rising ranges (quintiles) and, separately, divided C-reactive protein levels into quintiles. Then he determined the relative risk faced by people having different combinations of cholesterol and C-reactive protein values. That is, he assigned a danger level of 1 to individuals whose cholesterol and C-reactive values both fell in the lowest quintile (front corner) and calculated how much that risk multiplied in adults having other permutations of cholesterol and C-reactive protein measurements.

He found that high C-reactive protein values signify markedly elevated risk for heart attack or stroke even in individuals with seemingly reassuring cholesterol values. For instance, people with average (third-quintile) cholesterol levels and the highest C-reactive protein levels face much the same peril as those who have the highest cholesterol and lowest C-reactive protein levels. And subjects having the highest values for both cholesterol and C-reactive protein confronted the greatest risk of all. Encouraged by such results, researchers have begun a large study assessing whether basing treatment decisions on combined C-reactive protein and cholesterol testing will save lives.

Reducing Danger

INFLAMMATION’S essential role in atherosclerosis implies that anti-inflammatory medicines might slow this disease, and some (including aspirin) are already in use or under study. But logic and the investigations conducted so far suggest a need to look elsewhere as well.

Aspirin belongs to the class of drugs known as NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs), a group that also claims such popular painkillers as ibuprofen and naproxen. Like other NSAIDs, aspirin can block the formation of certain lipid mediators of inflammation, including the prostaglandins, which generate pain and fever. Strong data from clinical trials indicate that aspirin shields against heart attacks and, in some patients, against ministrokes. But the low doses that afford this protection probably reduce the clotting propensity of blood platelets instead of quieting the inflammation.

Scientists have little clinical data relating to the effects of other NSAIDs on atherosclerosis, and there is evidence that selective inhibitors of the prostaglandin-producing enzyme COX-2 might actually enhance thrombus development in some patients. Cortisone and related steroids could prove too toxic for long-term use, and no data support their utility in reducing atherosclerotic complications.

Even if anti-inflammatory drugs proved effective, they might have to be taken for years to keep atherosclerosis at bay. That prospect worries me, because ongoing interference with inflammation could increase the risk of infection. One day someone might devise a way to halt the chronic, destructive inflammation of atherosclerosis without undermining overall immunity. But I suspect that a more practical strategy would concentrate on defusing the triggers at the root of arterial inflammation.

Fortunately, some means are at hand already. A heart-healthy diet, regular exercise and, for obese individuals, weight loss can reduce the risk of a heart attack and combat diabetes. In addition, since
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Noninvasive tests for plaque could warn individuals destined for disaster.

1994 several impeccably executed trials have established beyond a doubt that lipid-lowering drugs can reduce the likelihood of atherosclerotic complications and can prolong life in individuals with a broad range of risk levels. Researchers have not yet nailed down the mechanism behind the success of the lipid-lowering drugs, which do not seem to reduce arterial stenosis substantially. But studies of cells, whole animals and humans suggest that lipid lowering might help by limiting inflammation, thereby minimizing plaque buildup and making existing plaques less likely to rupture.

Recent analyses of the statins (widely prescribed lipid-controlling drugs) support this notion. They confirm that the drugs can decrease inflammation in patients. Experiments on isolated cells and laboratory animals indicate, too, that the drugs’ anti-inflammatory effects may not depend entirely on changing the concentrations of lipids in the blood. Statins—which decrease the levels of LDL and related bad lipids by increasing their disposal in the body—also limit the availability of chemicals that enable cells to respond to inflammatory mediators.

Experimental drugs that aim at other risk factors for heart disease and stroke might exert useful anti-inflammatory effects as well. Agents that raise levels of HDL or limit the action of angiotensin II come to mind. But treatment with antioxidant vitamins has proved disappointing.

No matter how useful a drug is, it will be of no value if it sits unused on pharmacy shelves. Doctors need better ways of detecting dangerous atherosclerosis in the large fraction of people whose lipid levels look too good to justify treatment. Recent findings suggest that blood tests combining lipid testing with monitoring that is currently under way before doctors can confidently treat patients on the basis of the combined test, although some physicians already incorporate tests of C-reactive protein in their practices. Recent guidelines recommend use of the C-reactive protein test in individuals who fall in the intermediate “gray zone” of traditional clinical criteria—neither high nor low risk. This simple blood test can prompt lifestyle changes and serve as a tiebreaker for decisions on drug therapy.

Noninvasive methods for specifically identifying vulnerable plaques might also help pinpoint individuals who lack strong warning signs but who nonetheless are destined for disaster. Ideas include measuring the heat of blood vessels (because heat typically accompanies inflammation) and altering existing imaging technologies, such as MRI or CT scans, to improve their ability to visualize material inside vessel walls. Geneticists, meanwhile, are hunting for gene variants that render some people more vulnerable to chronic inflammation and to atherosclerosis and its complications so that the individuals most prone to these disorders can seek more aggressive monitoring and treatment.

For most of human history, inflammation’s ability to ward off infection outweighed its drawbacks. Today, as we live longer, exercise less, eat too much and smoke, many of us suffer from inflammation’s dark side. Scientists continue to pursue a deeper understanding of inflammation’s role in atherosclerosis and to decipher the devilishly intricate interactions that ignite and drive it in the arteries. These insights should enable us to make further inroads against a disease of growing worldwide importance that causes extensive disability and takes far too many lives.
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